
 

HSB Re-Alignment Meeting Minutes 

Utah Lacrosse Association 

October 22, 2013 

7:00pm @ the New ULA Office (676 Confluence Ave.) 

 

1. New League Governance 

Jon Elmen outlined the restructure proposal of the boys high school structure.  It has been approved by the outgoing 

council. It is a regional structure from north to south and east to west that would be open to coaches and parent reps.  

2. Discussion about whether to leave teams who will not be playing in the league having a vote.  

Motion to approve the region and the new regional structure. 

John Holms-Motion  

Rusty Vetter- Second  

If teams who are no longer part of the league decide to come back, they will be placed in the existing regions would plug 

them into the regions that are existing. Two years from now we will re-visit.  

Motion that all policy changes will go out to a vote of all teams. Each program will have one vote.  

Jordan Gardner-Motion 

Dave Allen- Second.  

All in favor- Unanimous 

  

3. Region reps are selected for each region. 

 

4. Divisions- Teams were asked to place the sticky note in the area they wanted.  

 

5. Division 1 Discussion 

Skyline and Herriman will move to Division I. Waterford is willing to move up if teams would be willing to play short 

scrimmages after the varsity game.  

 

6. Discussion about size of schools being the determining factor for Divisions based on the enrollment last year.  

Discussion about Sky View and Copper Hills ability to participate in Division I. 

Mike Mahone, Murray- Suggested using neutral fields to cut travel for the DIIAA teams.  

Mike Nunnelly, West Jordan- offered the use of the West Jordan field to assist those teams traveling.  

Ryan Olson, Roy- Why didn’t those teams who decided to leave be required to take their girls programs? 

When is PC making a decision? 

Margaret Hyatt, Park City- We are voting as a group. She will talk to her co-president about the plan.  

Dave Brattin-Sanctioning is dependent on the girls. In nearly every area, girls have preceded the boys in being 

sanctioned. Divided stance does not show well for lacrosse in Utah 



Motion to set the Division I and Division II conferences as proposed 

Rusty Vetter- Motion  

Cameron Sabin-Second 

Unanimous 

 

7. Break the two divisions apart for conferences alignment 

Motion to approve conferences  

Steve, American Fork- Motion 

Mike Nunnally- Second 

 

Meeting Adjourned  

 

 


